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Motivation

• I taught you all this great, 
futuristic stuff this semester… 
- but where would I ever use it? 

• Few applications can support 
the high cost of haptic devices 

• Luckily for us (me), the medical 
community is well funded 
- surgery is a high-risk endeavour with 

very, very costly mistakes!
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neuroArm project, University of Calgary



Opportunities for Surgical Simulation

What one is the simulator?



My Research Mission

Virtual Surgical Environment Operating Room



Volumetric Isosurfaces



Volume Rendering

• Implicit representations are now 
uncommon, but... 

• 3D medical imaging (CT, MRI, 
etc.) has resulted in an 
abundance of volume data 

• Can be rendered with (almost) 
the same algorithm for implicit 
surfaces!



Sampled Volume Data

• Image values sampled on rectilinear grid 

• CT scans measure radiodensity in Hounsfield Units



Interpolation

      What is the value here?
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Isocontours & Isosurfaces

Choose a threshold value, T, to determine the 
surface function

S(x, y, z) = T � F (x, y, z)

T = -600 HU T = 300 HU



Isosurfaces in 3D
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Rendering Algorithm

• Our implicit surface rendering 
algorithm has two specific 
requirements: 
- Inside-outside function for S(p) 

- The gradient of S(p)

S(x, y, z) = T � F (x, y, z)

rS(x, y, z) = ???



Gradient Estimation

• Estimate gradient using central 
difference: 

• What’s the best choice for the δ 
value?
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Isosurface Rendering

• The full rendering algorithm: 
- Detect initial contact when S(p) < 0 

- Find surface point with initial seed 

- Update surface point as the device 
moves by using tangent plane 

- Contact breaks when device is 
moved outside the constraint plane 

- Repeat from start… 

• Any issues?



Demo?



Deformable Tissue Simulation



Continuum Mechanics

• Governs the stress/strain 
behaviour of materials 

• Includes Young’s modulus 
(elasticity) and Poisson ratio 
(incompressibility) 

• Think of it as an “advanced” 
version of mass-spring systems

[from continuummechanics.org]



Finite Element Simulation

• Partitions an object into small, discrete elements 

• Computes continuum mechanics on solid element mesh
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Figure 2: To compute the elastic forces acting at the vertices
of a tetrahedron, its deformed coordinates x are rotated back to
an unrotated frame R−1

e x. There the displacements R−1
e x −

x0 are multiplied with the stiffness matrix yielding the forces
Ke(R

−1
e x − x0) that are finally rotated back to the frame of

the deformed tetrahedron by multiplying them withRe.

summation is linear in the number of elements and
according to our experiments (Fig. 7), small in com-
parison to the time it takes to solve the linear system.

• Quality: The error of the approximation is the same
as in linear FEM if the rotation matrices Re = I
for the entire simulation. If all the Re are the same
but follow the rigid body transformation of the entire
mesh, our method outperforms linear FEM because
it produces the same forces as if the linear model
was re-computed in the rotated frame for every time
step and, thus, correctly produces zero forces for
pure rigid body transformations. When individual
Re’s are computed for every element, the approxi-
mation gets even better because it can then adopt to
local rotations.

2.4 Rotation of a Tetrahedron
There is a simple way to compute rotationsRe of tetrahe-
dral elements. Let us look at a tetrahedron whose vertices
have coordinatesp1, . . . ,p4 in the undeformed state and
q1, . . . ,q4 in the deformed state. The barycentric coor-
dinates β1, . . . , β4 of a point pwith respect to the unde-
formed tetrahedron satisfy

⎡
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or Pβ = p. The point q in the deformed tetrahedron that
corresponds to phas the same barycentric coordinates β
but with respect to the deformed tetrahedron

Qβ = q (10)

and, thus, combining Eqn. 9 and 10 we get

q = Qβ = QP−1p= Ap. (11)

The unique matrix A = QP−1 that describes the trans-
formation of the tetrahedron has the form

A =

⎡

⎢⎢⎣
B t

0 0 0 1

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ , (12)

where t contains the translational part of the transforma-
tion and B the rotation and stretching parts. The 3 by 3
matrixB is independent of translations of both P andQ.
Finally, the rotational part of the transformation can be
extracted by a polar decomposition of B as proposed in
[5].

3 Plasticity Model
So far, our model is perfectly elastic, i.e. when exter-
nal forces are removed, the model returns to its origi-
nal shape. In contrast, an elasto-plastic material stores
part of the deformation and returns to a configuration be-
tween the deformed and undeformed state when the ex-
ternal forces are removed. In [15] O’Brien describes a
method for modelling plasticity. The method is used in
the context of non-linear FEM and explicit integration.
Here we show how it can be adopted to our framework,
namely linear, warped FEM in connection with implicit
integration. We also suggest a way to simulate plastic
creep, an effect not present in O’Brien’s model.
According to Eqn. (2) and our warped stiffness ap-

proach, a deformed tetrahedon is under a total strain of

ϵtotal = Be · û = Be(R−1
e x − x0). (13)

A plastic element stores plastic strain in a state variable
ϵplastic and only the difference between the total strain and
the plastic strain – the elastic strain – causes internal elas-
tic forces (see Fig. 3):

ϵelastic = ϵtotal − ϵplastic (14)

Note that these strains are six-dimensional vectors. The
state variable ϵplastic is initialized with 0. At every time
step, it is updated as follows:

ϵtotal ← Be(R−1
e x − x0)

ϵelastic ← ϵtotal − ϵplastic
if ||ϵelastic||2 > cyield : ϵplastic += ∆t · ccreep · ϵelastic
if ||ϵplastic||2 > cmax : ϵplastic *= cmax/||ϵplastic||2

First, the total and elastic strains are updated. The plas-
ticity model has three scalar parameters cyield, ccreep and
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Figure 3: Relative to the original state the deformation of the
tetrahedron yields a force of ftotal. In a plastic material only
the offset force ftotal − fplastic relative to the plastic rest state
acts as elastic force felastic. Here, the stiffness is chosen such
that displacement equals force.

cmax. If the 2-norm of the elastic strain exceeds the
threshold cyield, the plastic strain absorbs part of it. If
ccreep ∈ [0. . . 1/∆t] is 1/∆t, the elastic strain is imme-
diately and completely absorbed. Small values for ccreep
yield slow plastic flow in the material. The parameter
cmax defines the maximum plastic strain an element can
store. If the 2-norm of the plastic strain exceeds cmax, the
plastic strain is scaled down accordingly.
We integrate the effect of the plastic strain into Eqn.

(5) via corresponding plastic forces. This way the stiff-
ness matrices Ke of the elements do not have to be re-
computed. We use the definition of the stiffness matrix
from Eqn. (4) to compute the plastic forces fplastic that
correspond to ϵplastic:

fplastic = ReKeû plastic
= ReKeB−1

e · ϵplastic
= Re(VeBT

e EBe)B−1
e · ϵplastic

= ReVeBT
e E · ϵplastic

= RePe · ϵplastic

(15)

The plasticity matrix Pe = VeBT
e E that maps the plas-

tic strain to plastic forces is constant and can be pre-
computed for each element. At every time step we com-
pute the sum of the plastic forces coming from all ele-
ments and simply subtract them from Eqn. 5 to get

Mẍ + Cẋ + K′x + f ′0− fplastic = fext. (16)

Since we only add a force vector fplastic to the equation of
motion at every time step, plasticity does not change the
condition of the linear system which needs to be solved.

4 Fracture Model
To complete our model, we propose a method, similar to
the ones described in [13] and [16], for animating mate-
rial tearing and fracture if internal stresses exceed a frac-
ture threshold.
The concept behind our fracture algorithm is to find

the maximum tensile stress σmax and its direction n max

for every tetrahedral element and to fracture the model
normal to n max if σmax exceeds the threshold of the ma-
terial. Thus, at every time step we compute, for each
tetrahedron, the stress tensor σ = EBe(R−1

e x − x0), its
largest eigenvalue σmax and its corresponding eigenvec-
tor n max. If σmax exceeds the fracture threshold of the
material, we split the mesh as follows (see Fig. 4): First,
we select randomly one of the tetrahedron’s vertices that
is marked as a crack tip. If none of them are marked, we
randomly make a choice amongst all four vertices. We
do this for two reasons. First, because it is more likely
that an existing crack propagates than that a new one is
formed and second, because in real materials, randomly
located microscopic imperfections are the points where
cracks are initiated [7].
Once a vertex v is selected to be split, we virtually put

a plane α through v perpendicular to n max. Then v is
split into two new vertices v+ and v−. For all tetrahedra
adjacent to v, their vertex v is replaced by either v+ or
v− depending on whether their center lies on the positive
or negative side of α. For all pairs of tetrahedra lying on
opposite sides of αwho shared a common face (v, v1, v2)
before the split, two sides (v+, v1, v2) and (v−, v1, v2)
get exposed after the split and v1 and v2 are marked as
crack tips.
With this method the cracks can only go along the

tetrahedral boundaries which can result in visual artifacts.
A way to reduce them is to use a non-regular tetrahedral
mesh. We use this simple, fracture procedure for two
main reasons. First, it is very fast because the manip-
ulations in the mesh are minimal. Second, the stiffness
matricesKe of the elements do not change. The way they
are added to the global stiffness matrix does change but
the summation is done at every time step anyway. Frac-
ture, thus, causes no computational overhead other than
some updates in the adjacency lists of the mesh. Also, as
with the plasticity modifications, fracture does not intro-
duce any instability to the linear system to be solved.

5 Surface Mesh Animation

Even though our method is fast enough to animate a few
thousand volumetric elements at interactive rates (Fig. 7),
a tetrahedral mesh with a resolution of this order cannot
represent a surface of appealing quality. A natural way to
solve this problem is to work with two different represen-
tations for the same object, a low resolution volumetric
mesh for the FEM simulation and a high resolution sur-
face mesh for rendering. This is a reasonable solution
because firstly, surface detail does not significantly af-
fect the physical behavior of an object and secondly, the
deformation field stored in the low resolution volumetric
mesh provides enough information to animate a detailed
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[from M. Müller & M. Gross, Proc. Graphics Interface, 2004]



Data Representation

isosurfaceCT tetrahedral mesh



Data Processing



Deformation Simulation

• Co-rotational linear elastic FEM 

• Computes nodal displacements 
from external forces 

• Implementation from VEGA FEM 
library (Jernej Barbič, USC)



Haptic Rendering

• Extension of original isosurface 
rendering algorithm: 
- sampling deformed volume 

- force transfer 

- moving the proxy



Sampling the Deformed Volume

• How do we find the image intensity value 
at a given location in deformed space, x?

p0
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tetrahedron

rest vertices barycentric coordinates
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Force Transfer

• Virtual coupling force is applied to mesh nodes with barycentric weighting

xp

xFc

F1

F2

F0



Moving the Proxy

• To avoid interpenetration, we must keep the proxy outside the isosurface, even 
when the deformable mesh elements themselves move! 

• If a tetrahedron’s vertices move, 

• we displace the proxy’s with the tetrahedron:
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Architecture
Haptic 

Rendering
Deformation 
Simulation

Visual 
Rendering

forces displacements

displacements
1000 Hz ~10-100 Hz 60 Hz



Results



Results



Summary

• Surgical simulation is a popular 
and promising application of 
high-fidelity computer haptics 
- can tolerate cost of hardware 

• Sampled volumetric images 
(medical image data) can be 
described as implicit surfaces 
- adapt the implicit surface rendering 

algorithm to compute forces


